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ESAhas been dedicated to observing the Earth from space since the launch of
its first meteorological mission Meteosat in 1977. Further ESA remote
sensing satellites - ERS-1, ERS-2 and Envisat - have since provided a vast
amount of data and important scientific results.

Approved in 1999, ESA's Living Planet Strategy embodies the fundamental
goals of Earth Observation in developing our knowledge of the Earth, pre
serving the Earth and its environment and managing life on Earth in a more
efficient way ...
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ESAhas been dedicated to observing the Earth from space since the launch of its first meteoro
logical mission Meteosat in 1977. Further ESAremote-sensing satellites - ERS-11 ERS-2 and
Envisat - have since provided a vast amount of data and important scientific results.
Approved in 19991 ESA1s Living Planet Strategy embodies the fundamental goals of Earth
Observation in developing our knowledge of the Earth1 preserving the Earth and its environ
ment and managing life on Earth in a more efficient way.

ESA1s Living Planet aims to meet the different needs and constraints of two groups: the scien
tific community and the providers of operational satellite-based services.
Accordingly it includes the continuing series of meteorological missions undertaken with the
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT)as well as
new missions, such as the Sentinel Missions1 supporting the Global Monitoring for Environ
ment and Security (GMES) - an initiative led by the European Union.

On the research side, the Earth Explorer series of satellites is designed to provide the
European scientific community with the tools they need to understand and monitor Earth
system processes.

Iodny' s pupils and students are tomorrow1 s potential Earth Observation users who will ulti
mately determine the long-term benefits of scientific understanding and monitoring informa
tion delivered by Earth Observation. ESAactively promotes education and training activities in
the field of Earth Observation by following the principal of 11training the trainers11 to improve
educationalists1 awareness of Earth Observation and to enable them to provide classroom
learning opportunities for students at all levels.

ESAorganises professional training courses, summer schools and educational presentctions,
often in conjunction with events run by partner institutions such as national space agencies or
the United Nations.

For fast easy access to Earth Observation information and teaching resources, ESA1s Eduspace
website is devoted to increasing awareness of how investment in space brings benefits for
citizens. This multilingual website is routinely employed by thousands of secondary schools
across Europe and the world and includes a guide to the principles of Earth Observation and
major application showcases. In cdditlen, free software performing data processing on sample
images is available for download offering teachers and secondary school students a means of
bringing Earth Observation and its many applications into the classroom.



International Cooperation
By its very nature, planetary monitoring is a field that requires consideration on a global scale.
International co-operation is a significant means of leveraging the effectiveness of ESAEarth
Observation activities.

ESAwas a founder member of the Committee on Earth Observing Satellites (CEOS},an interna
tional co-ordinating mechanism aiming to optimise the benefits of global Earth Observation missions
through co-operation between members in terms of mission planning and developing compatible
data products, services and policies. First created in 1984, CEOStoday comprises of 25 Members ·
mostly space agencies and 21 Associates (associated national and international organisations).

In 1999, ESAand the French Space Agency CNESinitiated the International Charter "Space and
Maior Disasters", aimed at making space technology available to rescue authorities in the event
of a natural or man-made disaster. The Charter has been since joined by the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA),the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), the United States National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the Argen·
tinean Space Agency (CONAE)and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).The Chinese
National Space Agency has also expressed an interest in participating.

ESAalso carries out its own international co-operation initiatives through the international TIGER
initiative aimed al providing Earth Observation data to assist in managing water resources, pri
marily in Africa, and the Dragon Programme, an initiative aimed at encouraging joint European
and Chinese research across a range of thematic areas, concentrating on the vast 9.6 million
square kilometres of Chinese territory.

the Earth Observation Roail/Tlap
Providing a series of complementary activities in full support of the development roadmap
for Earth Observation, ESA's Living Planet offers the means to:

• o o Advance the scientific agenda in Earth Science

• o o Guarantee easy access to Earth Observation data through an open
and operational approach

• o o Develop new monitoring tools and respond to the challenges of global change
and of anthropogenic effects on our environment

• o o Strengthen the competitiveness of the European Earth Observation industry

• o o Guarantee European Independence in Geo-spatial Information

• o o Support European leadership in Earth Observation and foster international
cooperation between Europe and other space stakeholders



into Services
Earth Observation provides a whole new dimension of information and for this reason is
already employed by thousands of users worldwide. ESAworks to further increase Earth
Observation take-up by encouraging development of new applications and services centred on
user needs.

New applications usually emerge from the scientific research community - known as Principal
Investigators - who receives ESAEarth Observation data free or at cost price.
Support tools and activities such as the Earth Observation Principal Investigator portal acts as
the platform for Announcement of Opportunity for researchers to make use of Earth Observa
tion data within their particular fields. It allows them to submit new proposals for the scientific
exploitation of ESAdata and to provide project results.

Turning data into services requires that long-term relationships are developed between
research institutes, service organisations and user communities.
ESA'sData User Element {DUE)programme addresses institutional users tasked with collect
ing specific geographic or environmental data and aims to raise their awareness of the appli
cability of Earth Observation lo their day-lo-day operations and lo develop demonstration
products tailored lo increase their effectiveness.
ESA's Earth Observation Market Development programme complements the DUEby provid
ing the framework within which to organise end-to-end service chains capable of leveraging
Earth Observation data into commercial tools supplied by self-supporting businesses.

------------------ ------------------,-I -----
in Geo-spatio ln1ormation

The next flagship initiative for space in Europe after Galileo, GMES (Global Monitoring for
Environment and Security} responds to Europe's needs for geo-spatial information services, by
bringing together the capacity of Europe lo collect and manage data and information on the envi
ronment and civil security, for the benefit of European citizens.

Europe is leading many of the world's most urgent environmental and security issues. Without GMES,
Europe cannot easily organise an evidence-based response during international negotiations. It guaran
tees Europe's strategic independence and international effectiveness, giving Europe an opportunity to
lead the way in negotiating environmental agreements and influencing international policyand practice.

As the main partner to the European Commission in GMES,ESAis the implementing agency for the
GMESSpace Component, which will fulfil the space-based observation requirements in response lo
European policy priorities. It includes the development of a series of satellites - the Sentinel Missions
- to support the data needs of GMESservices from 2011 onwards. It will further provide integrated
access to Earth observation missions of ESAmember states and other partners to satisfy the data
needs of GMESservices from 2008 onwards.

In a wider context, the Group on Earth Observation (GEO)is an international partnership leading a world
wide effort to build a Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)over the next l 0 years.
GEOSSwillwork with and build upon existing national, regional and international systems to provide
comprehensive, coordinated Earth observations from thousands of instruments worldwide; the data
they coiled will be transformed into vital information for society. In this context GMESrepresents
the European contribution to GEOSS.















Making use of satellite data enables us to follow week
by week the development of the dust storms and the appearance
of conditions favourable for an epidemic to start.
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'Ratlar interferometry has become one
oltbe majortotJ~for observing glaciers ancJadvancing
the knowletlge of glacier response to climate change.











• 0 0 ERS-1,ERS-2and Envisat satellites have been providing us with a wealth of invaluable data about the Earth, its climate and changing
environment.

• 0 0 They are powerful scientific tools which play a vital part in the improved understanding and management of the Earth and its..environ
ment, helping us to understand our planet al both global and regional levels.
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European Remote Sensing satellite, ERS-1, launched in 1991,

was ESA's first Earth Observation satellite.

It carried a comprehensive payload including an imaging Syn

thetic Aperture Radar (SAR), a radar altimeter and other

powerful instruments to measure ocean surface temperature

and winds at sea. It was joined in orbit in 1995 by ERS-2

carrying on-board an additional sensor for atmospheric ozone.

research.

Launched in 2002, Envisot, short for environmental satellite,

ensures the continuity of the data measurements of ESA'sERSsatel

lites. It hos a unique combination of l 0 different instruments
which collect data about the Earth's atmosphere, land, sea and ice

- providing scientists with the most detailed picture yet of the state

of the planet. Envisatwas initially intended to stay in orbit for five

years, however, given the overall excellent standing of the satel

lite, the Envisotmission has been extended until 2010.

(- /

'-"' §ilnultaneous operation of ERS-2 and Envisat providesexcellent and important opportunities
·· to cross-calibrate and cross-validate the c!ata from the two sensors.
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David Llewellyn-)ones - University of Leicester, United Kingdom



• o o Following the successful implementation of the ERSsatellites and Envisat, which address Earth science issues of a global nature; Earth
Explorers are smaller research missions dedicated to specific aspects of our Earth environment.

• o o Earth Explorer Missions focus on the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere and the Earth's interior with the overall
emphasis on learning more about the interactions between these components and the impact that human activity is having on natural
Earth processes.
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Designed for research purposes, Earth Explorer Missions fall into two categories:
'Core' missions addressing specific areas of great scientific interest, and faster,
lower cost 'Opportunity' missions to address areas of immediate environmental concern.
Of the six Earth Explorers selected for implementation, three are Core missions
and three are Opportunity missions.
Currently there are six additional Earth Explorer missions selected for further study.

How does the gravity
field affect ocean
currents and sell/eve/?

Is climate change
accelerating
the water cycle?

How does measuring
the wind improve
weather forecasting?

Are the ite
caps shrinking?

SWARM

How fast is the Earth's
magnetic shield
we~kening against
solar radiation?

To what extent do
clouds and aerosols
influen~e global warming?

'' ESA's Earth Explorer Opportunityprogramme ~,•••••,,••u ••ft••

from the earlier ESAmissions to design a mission that was really '"'"""""' ••••al'tiili,trv ,ovel'iice.
···········?';;f,$$0.:\

Seymour Laxon- Univeqlfr. CollegeJ!>.~tlon,Uni,rfl•DIJ,.,,I;:',>



• o o GMES(Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) will bring together Europe's capacity to collect and manage envi
ronmental and civil security information for European citizens.

• o o The Sentinel Missions, developed by ESA, as port of its role as the implementing agency of the GMESSpace Component,
ore the first space missions explicitly conceived to meet the GMESservice requirements.
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The GMESSpace Component programme will fulfil the space-based observation require
ments in response to European policy priorities · fi4 is the implementing Agency of the
GMESSpace Component.

The GMESSpace Component includes the development of a series of satellites - the
Sentinel Missions- to support the data needs of GMESServices from 2011 onwards.

TheGMESSpace Componentwillalso integrate national and other internationalmissions.

AC-band SARmission to provide continuity with ERSand Envisat and

to complement the Radarsaf missions.

A muhispectral imaging mission for global land observation of high

resolution.

A mission devoted to the monitoring of ocean and global

land/vegetation cover of medium resolution. It will ako assure the

provision of altimeter data from high inclination orbits.

Geostationary Earth Orbit (Sentinel-4) and Low Earth Orbit missions
(Sentinel-5) with atmospheric composition monitoring capabilities.

is more important than ever b~,f~e.
bring together existing and new tee,lology ·

helping us to better understand and protect our planet. ' '

Lord Sainsbury - Science and Innovation Minister, United Kingdom
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• o o Europe's meteorological satellites, built by ESAand operated by the European Organisation for the Exploitationof Meteorologi

cal Satellites (EUMETSAT),have been providing images for weather forecasts for almost 30 years with the Meteosat and the
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)series.

• a a From 2006 a new series of polar satellites addressing meteorological and climate issues will complement the geostationary
Meteosats.

• o o Activities initiated for a Meteosat Third Generation (MTG)and post-MetOp series, planned for 2015 and 2019 respectively,
demonstrate Europe's commitment to the continuity of the meteorological missions.
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Meteosot Second Generation (MSG)follows up the success of the

first generation Meteosot weather satellite series with a larger

design boosting higher performance. Launched in 2002, MSG-1

was joined in orbit by MSG-2 in 2005.
Another two MSGsatellites will assure MSG'soperational service

for o nominal period of 18 years.

Launched in 2006, MetOp is Europe's first polar-orbiting satel

lite dedicated to operational meteorology and climate monitor

ing. It carries o set of 'heritage' instruments provided by the

United States and o set of new generation European instruments
that offer improved remote sensing capabilities to both meteo

rologists and climatologists.

MetOp is a series of three satellites to be launched sequentially

over 14 years, forming the space segment of EUMETSAT'sPolar

System (EPS).

. ' 8
lo lo We antkipare that within six nwnths, the EP5mission ".'..!t>'.·..·f..·.·..··.·.nil·.······.·.··.•··.····.·····.·..•...•.·.:Hy lfttftiied oporalional

and users in Europe and beyond can start benefiting .&om,t~'s unique capabilities. ''

Lars P. Prahm - EUMETSA1'sDirector-General



• o o ESAuses its multi-mission ground systems to acquire, process and archive data from other satellites · known as Third Party
Missions. The data from these missions are distributed under specific agreements with the owners or operators of the mission, fol
lowing the ESAData policy.

• o o Third party missions both complement the observations of ESAmissions and allow the exploitation of synergy between all EOdata
sources. The benefits are an increased sustainability of their services and a wider range of observation parameters .

••••••••••..••••••••••••••••..••........................••..••..............••..••••••••••••..••..............••...•.•....•.....••...........•...••



ESA's Proiect for On-Board Autonomy (Proba} spacecraft is one of the most advanced small satellites ever
flown in space. Just 60x60x80 cm and weighing only 94 kg, its payload includes a compact hyperspectral
imager and high-resolution camera.

Launched in 2001 as a technology demonstration mission, it is now operated under the Earth Observation
ThirdParty Mission scheme.

Advanced Land Oliserving Satellite
Japan AerospaceEx~oration AgencyUAXA),Japan

Indian Remote-Sensing Satellite
IndianSpace ResearchOrganisation(ISRO), lntlia

Science Satellite- Atmospheric Chemi~try ·
Experiment
CanadianSpaceAgency(CSA),Canada

Landsat thematic Mapper •
Enhanced lhemalic Mapper
U5.GeologieolSurvey (USGSJ& NatlOnlllAeronau
ticsondSpcace Administration(NASA),·USA

•cad Very High.•Reijlution ••Radiomete.r
5'11$0r aboard the PolarOrhilingEnvironmentalSot..

(POESJof the National Oceanic and Atmo-
·cAdministration's(NOA/\),USA

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spedrorad"10D1eter
aboard the Terra and Aqua satelhtes of the National
Aeronautitsand SpaceAdministration(NASA),USA

Satellite Pour l'Observation dJ lia Terre
CentreNationald'EtudesSpatiales.•Spolimage,France

Globalspace agencies are operating or planning around, 170 satellites with an EarthObservation mission over the next 15 years.
These satellites will carry over 340 different instruments.

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS]


